Face Coverings Guidance

• Face coverings must be worn in all indoor locations:
  – Exceptions include your own private office, or other locations where by the time of day or physical location one is truly alone with no opportunity for incidental contact with others (like a locked door)
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- Follow **CDC guidance** on the do’s and don’ts of face covering use

![How to wear masks correctly](image)

- [How to wear a face mask correctly](image)
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- The following types of face coverings issued by Hamilton are ACCEPTABLE
  - As are N95 respirators and homemade multi-ply types that fit snugly around the nose and chin
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• These types are **UNACCEPTABLE** based upon:
  – CDC *guidance* that does not recommend face shields as an alternative to face coverings
  – Recent Duke *study* on face covering performance

- Face shields without a mask underneath
- Neck Gaiters
- Bandanas
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- Questions that cannot be answered by your supervisor may be directed to any member of the COVID-19 task force or Brian Hansen.